
COMMANDER’S CORNER 
 
Ahoy Shipmates, 
 
It’s a safe bet that you’re reading this in the first edition of our Base Newsletter.  We passed 
around the “beta” copy at the June meeting, where it was well received.  It is the result of 
Editor Bob Schive’s creative efforts.  When we first started talking seriously about publishing 
this for the Base we didn’t have someone identified to actually do it.  Bob Schive volunteered 
of his own free will-and the result far exceeds what we’d hoped for.  Enjoy what you have 
before you and be sure and give him a pat on the back for his great effort on our behalf. 
 
You can read the highlights of our June meeting below.   All in attendance enjoyed viewing 
the second half of our “Submariners: Men of the Silent Service” video.  For the July program 
we’re hoping to line up a speaker from Riverside National Cemetery to help us understand 
their protocols as we pursue the possibility of a Memorial there to honor all submariners. 
 
For me, one of the highlights of the meeting was Frank McCoy manning his klaxon.  After two 
blasts to begin the meeting I asked for a show of hands.  All the guys raised their hands for 
loving it, and all the girls raised their hands that they hated it…  With all sincere appreciation 
for those who cringe at the sound, I have to tell you that it’s been over 40 years now since I 
heard the last active duty blast of a klaxon, and it still warms my heart to hear it every bit as 
much as that first time back in 1968.  Thanks, Frank-it makes me smile… 
 
Another thing that makes me smile is “Anchors Aweigh,” and it will be playing from Bob’s 
loudspeaker as we participate in the Corona parade later this week.  We’ll have a good time 
and still be home for lunch on the Holiday.  
 
To our binnacle list we must add our Base Godfather Johnny Meyer.  He’s under the weather, 
recharging his batteries and hopes to back with us in about 60 days.  So please keep Johnny 
and all our other binnacle members in your thoughts and prayers. 
 
Finally, I need to admit to an addiction to my new coffee cup.  I smile every time I fill it up and 
watch those Boats disappear under the waterline.  I predict it’s a true future collectible. Get 
‘em now while you can-and we add to the Bonefish treasury with each one sold.   
 
 
Let me wish each of you Fair Winds and a Following Sea.   
I hope to see you in July. 
Frank 


